
Flight Operations
Support



AeroProfessional - Your extended 
Flight Operations department.

AeroProfessional Flight Operations Support - AFOS

Our expert team can provide every operational element required to 
move an aircraft to any destination in the world.  Our services can be 
tailored to your exact requirements whether it’s a one-off ferry flight 
or ongoing flight operations support.

Why choose AeroProfessional?

It is our experience and ability to deliver on time, in budget and 
without a hitch, that really sets us apart.

We are committed to delivering a personal service and as such, any 
elements of our flight operations support can be tailored to provide 
exactly what you need.

With access to a global network of over 25,000 qualified and 
experienced pilots, we are able to respond quickly and professionally 
to any Flight Operations support request.

AFOS clients

We provide Flight Operations support to major international leasing 
organisations such as Aergo, to national flag carriers like Alitalia and 
to smaller aircraft operators.

Client : Aergo

International leasing company Aergo required a post maintenance 
test/pre-lease demonstration flight taking place within a 72 hour 
deadline.

We immediately sourced qualified and suitably experienced pilots, 
whilst our operations specialists undertook all the flight planning 
and gained the relevant permissions, ensuring the deadline was 
successfully met.

The process went smoothly and resulted in the successful release 
of the aircraft by our client. The new lessee was so impressed by the 
quality of our service that they appointed us to ferry the aircraft to 
its new home!



On-demand. Responsive. Flexible.

As your Flight Operations partner we can provide:

• On-demand services, available as and when required

• Responsiveness and availability at short notice

• Flexible choice of services to complement your existing  

 capabilities

Simply select what you need from our services which include:

Compliance and fee management
Registering flight plans with ATC

Arranging take off/landing permits

Arranging country over flight permits

TSA waiver

Handling of third party fees

Navigation charges

Crew Management
Sourcing and providing suitably qualified flight crew

Crew logistics e.g. positioning /hotels / ground transport

Operational Support
Designing flight plans

Providing electronic flight plans (complete with alternates)

Arranging fuel

Aircraft parking and storage

Ground handling

Flight crew brief / NOTAMS/weather watch

24 hour flight watch

and more...

Contact us for a free quote today 
on +44 (0) 1252 750 400
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New aircraft delivery.

Lease aircraft transportation.

Aircraft repossession.

Test flights.

Client demo flights.

Maintenance/
storage transport.



Aviation people experts...

AeroProfessional are specialists in worldwide people solutions in aviation.  We have over 50 
years combined experience in advising commercial and non-commercial airlines and aircraft 
operators on effective staffing solutions.

When it comes to sourcing crew, recruitment is more than just finding candidates. It’s the 
professional research and valuable insight that helps create effective people strategies, 
which gives you real competitive advantage.

There are six key areas where we can add real value to aircraft operators and airlines:

Recruitment planning and strategy 

Skills research and insight

Search and selection 

Engagement and compliance 

Flight Operations support 

Bespoke  services

For Flight Operations support or aviation people solutions:

Call us on +44 (0) 1252 750 400
or visit  www.aeroprofessional.com
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